
“Could not this ideal city, at one and the
same time, behave, quite explicitly, as
both a theatre of prophecy and a theatre
of memory?
Collin Rowe: Collage City – pp. 49

Abstract
The Lebanese Share Holding Company
(Solidere) in charge of the reconstruction
of the historic city center of Beirut is
shaping its program along an ambitious
Master plan based on a speculative vision
of a city that is struggling to regain its
competitive location in the global/regional
economy. This project discloses itself
through a binary reading of the city and a
historicism in the urban design strategy
that strives to build the city center market
value on the basis of its past character
and a state-of-the-art financial district.
Solidere’s intentions are manifested in the
form of well-staged aphorisms, images,
rationalized infrastructure, and historic
preservation scheme that exclude and
contrast with the remaining city. This paper,
on the one hand, offers a critical review
of these images, plans, and the liminal
spaces that they produce based on
conceptual themes of perception and
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  a s  a  v i s u a l
arrangement/control of knowledge. On the
other hand, positioned upon the ideological
representation of the city center floats an
informal and transient city of culture and
public space whose tensions criticize the
formal scheme of Solidere. Building on
the actual dynamics of the city center, the
paper sheds light on the problematic of
Solidere’s formal strategies while arguing

for a new and different mechanism in
mediating a “public space” that helps the
reconciliation and healing process of the
war-torn society.

Introduction – “Beirut an ancient city
for the future”
Beirut Central District (BCD) is the historic
heart of Lebanon’s capital, an urban area
whose history dates over thousands of
years. Its reconstruction and development
constitute one of the most ambitious
contemporary urban developments in the
Middle East. Aimed at reviving the BCD
as the focus of financial, commercial and
tourist activity, the project is conceptualized
historically within a larger social and
economic program for a national recovery
with the attempt to restore Beirut to its
historical prominent position in the region.
In the absence of a national strategic plan
and the presence of a weak urban and
city planning authority, the Lebanese
Company for the Development and
Reconstruction of the Beirut Central District
(Solidere) was incorporated1 as a
Lebanese  jo in t -s tock  company
simultaneously in charge of the finance,
planning and implementation of the
revitalization project of the BCD. Pushed
by Tycoon Prime Minister Hariri, the
company was designed to promote the
revival of the national economy via this
reconstruct ion and to convince
international investors of the financial
security and economic viability of the
country. The raison d’être of the
corporation was to consolidate property
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ownership in the downtown under one
single proprietorship and to ease the
financial burden that rehabilitation of the
destroyed infrastructure would present on
the government treasury by its own private
investment in the public works. The law
enables the private company to finance
the reconstruction project in return of
ownership and exploitation of a 608000m2
landfill- almost fifty- percent the area of
the BCD.

The agenda of urban “renewal” emerges
as a response to the conservative
demands of a population keen to recover
back the character and the life of the old
civic center by re-positioning the city as
the cutting-edge site within the global
economy. More important ly,  the
reconstruction project sought to undertake
the creation of meaningful and imaginative
urban public spaces that would play the
role of social reconciliation. This complexity
has been invariably aggravated by the
nature of the socio-political context, where
notions of national identity and political
representations continue to be debated.

Named after the newly recruited urban
designer Louis Sato, the scheme has been
characterized by both its preservationist
and action/reaction2 character
The urban design stands between two
seemingly opposing strategies. A master
plan that is conceived as a fixed entity
(decreed in 1993-94) and a legal
instrument, and a reflection upon that
action- a constitution that fragments the
whole center into what appears to be
discrete islands of influence. These islands
become the locus of international
competitions that allow the generation of
ideas about the shape of the place and
where the building itself gets to be the
nucleus of the design.

The paper addresses the urban design
project along three interrelated lines of
argumentation. First, it offers an insight
into the nature of the new scheme by

comparing and denoting the spatial
structural changes that were inflicted upon
the center. Inferred meanings are read
through strategies of intervention and
spatial relationships that are ideologically
bound. In other words it attempts to
examine the material construction of the
cityscape and to see its structure as forms
of representation, as “constructions” of
Solidere’s ideology.

Second, the paper unravels how the vision
of the “Glamour Zone”3 A terminology
borrowed from Prof. Saskia Sassen to
denote global cities that aspire to and
operate in a cutting edge sector. Saskia
Sassen lecture entitled: “Whose city is it?
Globalization and the formation of new
claims.” Lecture presented in the
Department of Architecture & Design,
American University of Beirut, March 19,
1999. is conferred to us through a number
of well-orchestrated images. These images
are designed through panoramic views of
the new city center, advertising its
commercial and residential potential to
help to market the city and its culture. The
paper discloses the seduction of these
images by proving the highly selective and
politicized urbanism practiced by Solidere
that excludes questions of accessibility,
heterogeneity, ownership, individuality and
social and ethnic belonging. In so doing,
the paper argument gravitates around the
conceptual poles of perception and
representation that together engender a
coherent visual arrangement of knowledge.

Third, the paper examines how these
images are paradoxically characterized
by a less apparent but no less deliberate
conscious opposition to and neglect of the
city at large. It might be argued that the
ideological representation of the city center
could be metaphorically framed within the
polarity of Serlio’s tragic with respect to
the comic scene.4This theoretical position
that draws a similarity between Serlio’s
stage sets and opposing approaches to
urban design is borrowed from Collin

Rowe, Collage City (Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 1978). Whereas the former is
informed by a sense of civility and formal
order, commerce, exchange, informality,
and decay mark the latter. On this ground,
the paper draws the attention to a different
and parallel dynamic system that operates
on the space of the city center in the
present. An informal order of activities is
overlaid onto the main project, generating
in the process an uncanny array of
association that together sheds light and
provides material for criticism on the
problematic reductive scheme of the
Master plan. It is specifically this overlay
and the process that is taking place today
that informs us about alternative strategies
to that of Solidere.

Downtown Beirut between its past and
envisioned spatial structure
From its  site plan (plate 1), the city
presents itself as though it was composed
of fragments of different spatial orders,
arranged in such a way that it is impossible
to conceive of them as occupying a
common place. Resembling the cluster of
Borges’ strange categories/classification
that collapse our age-old distinction
between the Similar and the Different5,
the city center in the sixties was marked
in both spatial and temporal terms:
Medieval Souqs, colonial streets, civic and
commercial nodes, modern offices and
entertainment activities. The downtown
meant the town for people,6  Beiruties
used to refer and relate to the city center
as the “medinah” which means city. But it
meant also a city of buildings that is
superimposed on the city of streets and
squares. The Automatique, Rivoli,
Amatouri, Patisserie Swiss, etc., were
landmarks that people constantly inhabited
and referred to. A further layering is
perceived in the Martyrs Square where
we witness a superimposition of the
monumental/heroic with the everyday
commercial life. In short, different regions
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in the city were related by way of their
ultimate structural difference and historic
distance from one another rather than by
way of their ultimate identity.7 Experiment
borrowed from Brian Goodey8 disclosed
different perception of the city center. The
empirical research work9 revealed the
variety of mental images of the Lebanese
society that seemed to emphasize a
marked preference for object and spaces
depending on the age and memory
retained.

We know that  one method o f
understanding the world-knowledge is

reinforced by establishing similarities
between things, images, and words, but
knowledge is advanced by differentiation,
Beirut is no exception. The medieval part
of the CBD was structured and viewed
along localized referents perpetuating
words such as Souq Tawileh (denoting its
spatial length), Souq an-Nourieh (indicating
the name of the chapel that terminated
the Souq), Souq el-Frenj, etc.  These are
some of the historic place names
associated with the site. However, since
the turning point of the twentieth century
a continuous referent to the Other affected
the city’s structure and its representational

Fig.1-2: Old and new Bourj

1)
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form. This tendency (theoretical position)
occurred on many levels. For instance,
the configuration of Allenby/Maarad Street
was based on its connection to the Pine
residence (a casino for the Ottoman and
Egyptian elite) which distinguishes the
street by i ts ornamentat ion and
processional character. The Star-shaped
civic square, the Place de l’Etoile as it was
called, referred to the regularized French
order of planning that was set in opposition
to and overlapping with the Medieval.
Naming the streets to French colonels and
national leaders furthered the city’s colonial
associations. Modern Beirut in the fifties
was considered “ the Switzerland of the
Orient”: an order that is based on socio-
political pluralism and a two-fold field of
the service sector, transit and commerce
on one hand and entertainment on the
other.

As early as the 1930’s, the twofold role of
Beirut would manifest itself both spatially
and iconographically. As it was argued
earlier on, the regulated, processional,
and theatrical architectural scheme of
Allenby/Maarad Street was originally
intended for a city of entertainment.
Pleasure does not await the authorization
of a moral judgment and a uniform screen
blinded the presence of the Great Mosque
(known to be a temple that was
transformed at a later stage in St. John’s
Basilica). No other place in Beirut was
consciously developed to answer to the
programmatic agenda of a city of pleasure.
Pleasure through entertainment developed
in dark shadows of un-monitored areas
and acquired a spatial life of its own both
in Zeitouneh and Bourj areas.

In the late sixties, preliminary design
proposals10  were commissioned to address
the social, economic, and physical
problems of both the eastern sections of
the Bourj and the Ghalghoul residential
district. The latter was witnessing a
disintegration and over-population and the
former was inhabited by a red light district

with a ground floor light-industrial land use
occupation that contributed to the de-
valuation of the area. 11

Preservationist claims and deep
transformations to the city spatial structure
demarcate the last Solidere scheme.
Named after his designer Louis Sato, the
urban design proposal embraced the
twofold role/image of pre-war Beirut
(Plate1- 2) by advancing an urban scheme
founded on three major axes. The Eastern
axis- that of the Bourj- was established
along the green line piercing northward to
the first port basin, thereby displacing the
commercial and transportation node of
Martyrs Square to the periphery of
downtown. This new placement was
thought to prevent congestion and relocate
these urban activities that might impede
the sustenance of downtown’ glamour
image. The central axis was designed to
celebrate the old axis of Maarad Street-
now meant through its extension towards
the reclaimed land from the sea as a high-
tech business and financial district. The
western axial perspective assented to the
Serail, that is, the Prime Minister’s office
on downtown’s Southern “Acropolis,”
legitimizing its role and control over culture.
This axis ended in a cultural park abutting
a high-class marina. The Solidere scheme
is conceived in a complete isolation,
enclosing the city center by a limiting ring
road and a connector to a highway leading
to the Airport. The connection comes to
constitute a staged kind of preferred
memory which is the first experience of a
businessman or a tourist- that is to say
consumer- coming from the Airport and
received by the new downtown.

In addition to the arterial developments of
the Solidere scheme, the central markets
of Nourieh were completely erased and
replaced by an archaeological park that
connects through a network of a “memory”
paths to various archeological excavations
exposing, among other artefacts, a Roman
bath, a Phoenician wall and Byzantine

mosaics. Most of the old buildings in the
residential quarters were destroyed, leaving
vestiges of renovated buildings that are
kept as a nucleus for future commercial
development. With the exception of a small
shrine, the medieval Souqs were also
destroyed as the result of archaeological
excavations and provision of a four floor
parking space that will serve the Souqs
yet to be. The major preserved quarters
were seen to be the areas with a
distinguished formal qualities characterized
especially by their stylistic distinctiveness
as prime examples of what we call
Lebanese-Baroque arch i tec ture .
Stylistically distinct, these buildings are
reconfigured into a pedestrian zone whose
ground floor is designated as “public space”
with restaurant and coffeehouses dotting
the sides of the streets, and whose upper
floors are devoted to office space. (Plate
3-4).

Given the new structure of the city center,
it is obvious that the labor form
necessitated by the industrial sector or the
supporting/needed blue color worker of
the cutting edge sector12 is not allowed to
regain its position in the center. Downtown
becomes the theatrical stage of culture
and the non-manual earning sector.
P r o d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  r e s i d e n t i a l
neighbourhoods, the workplace and the
leisure-time spaces are shaped along the
values and ethics of the young professional
white-collar. On one hand, both central
and local governments, supportive of the
expansion of this high-end service sector,
retract from their responsibility to widen
accessibility to the center by all social
groups. Items on the government agenda
when contemplating such a capital project
would necessary be employment
opportunities, inflation compensation,
balance of payment and income
distribution. The receding role of the
government to control these vital social
issues relegated them to the mercy of
market forces. Such free market social
policy has proven unreliable, so far at least.
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For one, market generates welfare sub-
optimal solutions. As a profit oriented
enterprise, it shies away from addressing
such issues as wide accessibility and is
discouraged from investing in fields with
future market performance that is uncertain.

On the other hand, rather then fulfilling its
responsibilities to protect the welfare of
the society, the government is reducing
taxes to foreign investors, and Solidere is
programming a “pre-gentrified” city center
through new leisure-time spaces and tourist

Fig.2-3: Financial district and Souk
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attractions such as marinas, high-class
hotels, and upscale market places.
In short, the new scheme is meant to be
a profitable investment to Solidere’s
shareholders. Through its slogan: “Beirut:
an ancient city for the future” the project
comes packaged along these two
paradoxical themes: an idealized past that
symbolically represents a reconstructed
sense of collectivity and that characterizes
the particularity of the city and a future
that promises economic prosperity. The
particularism of the past plays an important
asset in the future economic prosperity by
enhancing the prestige and the desirability
of the place, and the future vision is
supported by Beirut’s historic leading role
in the region.  Obviously, the project is
treated as commodity that is packaged
and sold in the market. Read in this
framework, Lefebvre’s notion of the
“festive” as a transcendence of everyday
life becomes important and relevant to the
analysis. According to Lefebvre festivity
is the polar (spatial and functional) opposite
of production. Cities geared to function on
that pole are in fact structured and
monopolized by centralized capitalism.
The strategy is based on mobilization of
differences (including differences of
weather, geography, culture, food, etc.).
In this respect historic forms play the role
of diversion and high-tech buildings play
the role of production. In both instances
the direction of development is decided
by capital. The sense of alienation due to
the flattening or the incapacity of the center
to function as a site of social struggle
played out in space, or as the location and
cause of the simultaneity of practices or
activities is resolved through calculated
festivities of spontaneity, play and creativity.
In fact it is these spontaneous activities
that the paper will turn to, at a later stage,
in order to shed light on the problematic
of Solidere’s scheme.

Plans and Images
Solidere advertises its scheme through
images and a large model displayed in
showrooms, catalogues, TVs and street
ads. The forms of the new center cross
over from ideal scenographic compositions
to the rational development of accurate
plans and maps. The visual and the
pictorial take primacy placing the spectator
inside a panoptic machine, “intensifying
through a camera obscura, or urban
observatory, the experience of an isolated
viewer gazing upon the many fascinating
things presented on the urban stage.”13-

14

Through perspective, the city and
architecture becomes the means by which
one is able to “see” and “read” the invisible.
The perspective drawings and exhibitions
held in the center are used in the
development of an urban discourse, of a
representation of the city as the newest
city center of the 21st century and at the
same time, probably one of the most
ancient and hence most authentic.

The plans of the Downtown are formulated
in light of these two contrasting images.
The first one consists of a restrained
modernism with a stress upon wide and
clean streets surrounded with trees and
plants. The second stems from the
rehabilitation of historical buildings that
insures the preservation of the city’s
Levantine character and “indigenous/local”
style (plate 3). Business and finance,
driven by the information wave, are
associated with high-tech towers, and
historic is associated with the Souqs and
the new residential quarters.

To the unanimous or Jameson’s un-
m a p p a b l e  w o r l d 1 5 c r e a t e d  b y
commercial/office development responding
to a global economy, the particularism of
the city is emphasized by the construction
of theatrical tableaux that trigger in the
observer vague memory of the past. In
each of these stage settings the spectator
is presented with well-established and

valued views that showcase special styles
of life, and promise entertaining and
pleasurable events. Nevertheless, this is
the same stage where the new social
norms and moral relationships as impacted
by the global economy will be played out.
In such a theatrical metaphor, individuals
would be given a role to play on this
predetermined stage.

This problematical polemic is obviously
present in the seductive double title: “Beirut
an ancient city for the future” that blazed
the International Competition of the Souqs
in 1994. The composition of the jurors16

for the competition and the outcome
proved that there is no possible balance.17

Because the future image of the city is
shaped by a total optimism, it is inevitable
that such an image represses a total
pessimism: an uncertain role of Beirut.
Through a design orchestrated by Raphael
Moneo, the Souqs are turned into stages
of pleasure that are inaccessible but to a
few. Historically, shops in the Souqs had
very low overhead costs due to old rents
that were tied to a law that controlled rental
caps at a low level. Hence, prices of goods
were not only affordable but also cheaper
than in other quarters in the city. The
infrastructure development undertaken by
Solidere and a high cost entailed in the
evacuation of the displaced groups from
the city center contributed to an increase
in the price of land. Due to this high
investment cost, It has been no more
possible for the future Souqs to compete
with other market centers in the city or
with the informal sector for that matter.
The Souqs of the future will have higher
costs and thus much higher prices, and
consequently they will only conserve there
past image but not necessarily there past
role.  In effect Solidere recognizes such
dichotomy. Mr. Herve Dupont, the director
of the real-estate Department at Solidere
turns this problem into a celebration of a
mixture of the past with the present. In his
words, he describes the situation as such:
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“Le trace des rues restera  inchangé. On
trouvera donc, Souq Tawile, Souk al Jamil,
etc,. Mais, on ne peut reproduire les Souqs
d’antant, ne serait-ce que pour des raisons
commerciales... Aussi, il y aura bien des
boutiques avec les traces des Souqs qu’on
a connus avant la guerre, mais avec des
formes de commerce plus modernes:
grands magasins, cinémas, grandes et
moyennes surfaces [qui adressent  des
gens qui ont d’autres habitudes de
consommation].”18

The international competition for the Souqs
inevitably collided with the most formidable
obstacle of Solidere’s architectural
discourse. The ideological opposition
between neo-traditionalism and avant-
garde formalism reduces the question of
architecture to one of form exclusively,
denying radical contingency and ultimate
complexity of meanings of life in and of
the city. The reinstatement of the traditional
setting of the architecture of the Souqs
reflects a problematical attempt to establish
a social consensus through formal
conventions and formal systematization.
When architecture is approached as a
free-floating signifier it fails to incorporate
the problematic of “culture” into its domain
of concern. Here, the simplistic “reflection”
of a particular culture is represented by a
“contextual” (Plate 4) architecture that
situates itself into its physical-historical
surroundings by its formal elements and
relations, but only in these terms. History
is transformed into a panoply of empty
shapes whose value extends from and
determined by the exchange value of
objects. The danger of such strategy has
been sharply outlined by Christine Boyer
when she wrote: “Having too much fun in
the City of Spectacle spawns historical
amnesia and false reconciliation. It does
not allow for critical perspectives grounded
in values formed outside of the
marketplace, beyond the grip of the image,
in opposition to the aestheticization of
everyday life.”

Serlio’s Tragic versus Comic Scene
As one looks deep into Solidere’s scheme,
one come to realize that it is shaped by a
polemic that simultaneously reacts against
and ignores the urban fabric of the city.
Solidere dialectical relationship between
history and future is in fact more deeply
rooted the dialectical relationship it
maintains with what it peruses to be the
current “chaotic” condition of the city. The
scheme’ many images herald the physical
order and “cleanliness” of the center that
comes as an integral part to the civic
authority of the town as a political unit- the
sociological antidote to anarchy and
disorganization. In attempting to create
such an antidote, Solidere is creating an
entity strangely at odds with significant
aspects of its surroundings. In this respect,
Solidere seems to overlook the fact that
“the ugly and the ordinary” may be the
environmental consequences of a vibrant
local market economy, and hence takes
onto itself the role to operate apart from
this economy, depending on foreign
investment and users.

In our public spaces and architectural
heritage we witness condensation,
explanation and a reproduction of the
multiple socio-cultural codes of our society.
These codes are erroneously seen as
reproducible products emerging out of an
analysis of an exiting context and placed,
effortlessly, in front of the communicating
object. These codes are then re-iterated
in a form of classification and abstraction
of an inventory reduced to a finite set of
regularities and rules. Rules that tend to
fix the city through representational images,
failing to produce a personalized perception
and denying the city the natural right to
change and constantly rearrange its
physical form. The city is placed in the
critical situation of intent and product.
Whereas the intent is to position the city
as the locus of collective memory, the
outcome may become an outdoor museum
or a collection of historicized districts.
Authentic meanings, however, should not

be thought of as what the “thing”
communicates but as the readings that,
with a given culture, may be produced
from our experience of a culture’s many
(self) representations. The challenging
problem, in its essence, is how to reveal
the forces that form a specific condition
without reducing them to a closed and
totaling system.

The present economic recession that is
impeding the consistent flow of investment
in the city center and the time-lap that is
needed to develop the infrastructure with
all the street furniture/landscape and
renovation works, are enabling Solidere
to invest the space with informal activities.
These activities are eclectic and do not
conform generally to the original ideological
representation of BCD. They vary between
mundane and political/religious events.
Drive-in movie theatre or tent structures
that house a folkloric version of a
coffeehouse/restaurant/Arabic singing joint
illustrate the former. The latter vary
between holding exhibitions, housing a
children museum or creating a convention
open space to receive the Pope. At other
instances, political demonstration operating
in a form of singing choral where singers
from all over the region grouped together
during one show took also place in the
empty space of the Martyrs square. What
joins these activities is their massive public
success. Despite the formality of few of
these activities, they are all housed in
temporary structures open or closed and
not necessarily attached or related to any
of the present buildings. The latent capacity
of the city center to house these transient
activities float over the fixed scheme/Mater
plan of Solidere and ensue a tension that
turns into a form of criticism of Solidere’s
approach.

In many ways, such a dynamic and
informal development and inhabiting of
public space brings Rossi’s typological
process to the forefront. Based in the
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approach of Muratori, Rossi’s competition
entry for the Souqs invites us to allow a
careful reading of the typological processes
of the BCD. This reading recognizes the
opera t ion  o f  Ross i ’s  accura te
understanding of the typological expression
that preceded the civil war and the
recapturing of the processes from that
instance onwards. In other words,
addressing the problem of the devastated
city center as an urban restoration aims
at the re-composition of the environmental
unity of its genius Loci: a re-stitching
together of the previous continuity, of the

traces of paths still visible and the patching
of the holes. In this respect, Rossi’s
paradigm substitutes for the authoritative
“will” by which Solidere imposed itself in
the absence of representation of the
collective will of Beirut’s citizenry.
Furthermore, time rather than space finds
important expression in the design in two
ways. First, time factor becomes an
important agent that grafts collective
memory onto this reformed place and
enables multiplicity of “voices.” The second
and equally important role is in the way
time provides the factor of the unknown

Fig.4-5 An ad hoc appropriation and transformation of

space through two instances: Fairuz festival and Elite

fashion show.
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and the acceptance of the absence of the
end product. Economically, the latter aspect
will provide a better safety net for the total
economic venture

Conclusion
The delusion of the capacity of an ordered
urban space to regulate life and affect
moral norms and human behaviour is a
well established failing pattern resulting
from the Renaissance project. By the same
token, the loss of a moral public sphere
resulted in a dominance by private voices
selling fictional styles of life and imaginary
behaviour. These dominant voices impose
their meanings and control the politics of
representation through a totalizing urban
design strategy stipulated in both the
master plan and the brief.
Narrowing down the experience of the
public to an experience of pleasure, the
space of the city is modelled along the
rational bourgeois public sphere. Private
spaces are publicized as public terrain at
a time when public sphere in the Lebanese
society continues to be re-conceptualized
in terms of a matrix of different
religious/ethnic groups, political factions,
and the rich and the poor.

Within this context, the “private” domain
in Beirut has an increasingly strong
presence within Beirut’s public discourse,
a discourse that revolves around the city
in its built and spatial forms. The private
company of Solidere, in its attempt to work
for the profit oriented interests of its
shareholders, will inevitably create private
preserves for the wealthy that are then
transformed into “public amenities” by
allowing a select group of people to stroll
unimpeded along its corridors and spaces
of power. What resides outside this matrix,
both physically and socially, remains on
the conscience of but a few who seeks to
obtain an open and just society.

In the present theoretical moment that
views architecture as a quasi-autonomous

entity belonging to a structural totality,
architecture, context, and meanings remain
unresolved. The polemics of modernity
and history perpetuated by the urban
design strategy of Solidere would seem
to treat architecture as a free-floating object
that has the capacity to generate socio-
historical meanings through the decoding
of past architecture. Such a theoretical
standpoint would seem to deny architecture
its status as a mode of knowledge about
and experience of society. Alternatively,
the return to linguistic coding in architecture
that as perpetuated at one point by
architects like Peter Eisenman, Jorge
Silvetti and others, has been criticized by
Manfredo Tafuri who asserts that
“architecture’s return to language is a proof
of its failure. In the words of Michel Hays:

“…for Tafuri, the entire project of the search
for socio-historical meaning though
architecture...seemed like nothing so much
as a microcosm of capitalism itself and
the structure of its representations: putting
the best face on rationalization and
consumption, providing experiences and
spaces, heretofore uncharted, that capital
could now colonize and profit from.”19

Returning to Solidere’s strategy in
rebuilding the BCD by establishing social
consensus and collective memory through
formal conventions, such a strategy is
criticized on the basis of putting the cart
before the horse. The theoretical position
put forth by Tafuri denounces the effort to
produce consensus, until such time as
society itself has reconstructed the material
preconditions for consensus and meaning.
“Until then, architects would be forced to
rely on materials empty of any and all
meaning...to mute signals of a language
whose code has been lost.20

 I believe that Solidere, in front of its
constituencies, context in Lebanon, and
the theoretical moment, cannot escape its
fate for the time being at least. It is bound
to operate within what it can do best:
develop its own art of selling cities.

Notes
1 Solidere was incorporated on May 5,
1994 as a Lebanese joint-stock company,
based on Law 117 of 1991 which regulates
real estate companies aiming at the
reconstruction of war-damaged areas in
accordance with an officially approved
master plan. Its share capital is
US$1,650,000,000.
2 The council of ministries officially
approved the general scheme in March
1994.
3 A terminology borrowed from Prof.
Saskia Sassen to denote global cities that
aspire to and operate in a cutting edge
sector. Saskia Sassen lecture entitled:
“Whose city is it? Globalization and the
formation of new claims.” Lecture
presented in the Department of
Architecture & Design,
American University of Beirut, March 19,
1999.
4 This theoretical position that draws a
similarity between Serlio’s stage sets and
opposing approaches to urban design is
borrowed from Collin Rowe, Collage City
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1978).
5 In Michel Foucault, Order of things.
Preface, pp. xv. (New York: Vintage Books
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